THE BEST BACK
YARD CRICKET
PITCH INCLUDING
A SPECIAL OFFER

WWW.FLICX.COM

For many cricketer’s, backyard cricket growing up holds many precious family memories. Its fun yet fiercely
competitive !! The 2G Flicx Pitch allows you to take your garden cricket games and home cricket nets to a whole
new level as the world’s most versatile, portable cricket surface is great for garden cricket and home nets. Flicx UK
supply throw-downs and batting ends at 4m, 7.5m and 10m as well as bespoke topions.

Good pace and a trusted bounce

Excellent quality home training surface

Protect your lawn and garden

Extend your season, play anytime

There are three standard sizes for 2G Flicx pitches for the garden

4 x 1.4 METRE THROWDOWN

7.5 x 1.6 METRE JUNIOR BATTING END

10 x 1.8 METRE BATTING END

The 2G Flicx 4m Throw Down is the
smallest size in our range of home pitches.

The 2G Flicx 7.5m Junior Batting End is
our most popular size for home training

The 2G Flicx 10m Match or Skills Batting
End is a senior size 1/2 pitch

Convert your garden into a cricket practice
area with the 2G Flicx 4 metre Match or
Skills Throw Down. This pitch is portable
and easy to use and roll out on any firm,
flat surface and offers great performance
and a consistent bounce to take your
backyard cricket game to the next level.
Train all hours from the comfort of your
garden with great grip and a batting
surface you can trust. Portable and versatile
this is great for younger players and
smaller spaces ie- a batting box

Use with a cricket net or for backyard
games, this pitch is suitable for both
batting and bowling practice. It is
supplied in a roll so is easy to move
and soft when rolling out. Set up with
a bowling machine or do throwdowns leather balls, tapeballs, tennis balls are
all suitable. Choose from the all green
traditional match design with in built
white crease markings or our skills pitch
with 3 colour coded coaching zones to
aid batting decision making.

Suitable for larger gardens and full nets,
this batting end means you can bowl off
a full length and really train realistically.
Great for adults and more elite juniors,
the 10m pitch is supplied in a single roll
and includes a free Flicx Safety trolley for
ease of movement. The Flicx surface will
give you good consistent bounce for your
home training - the ball comes onto the
bat nicely allowing for innovative garden
stroke play on a surface realistic to a real
turf wicket.
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Hundreds of happy customers including Philip Hesketh …
“We are really happy with the 2G Flicx Pitch we purchased and how it performs with a realistic bounce, similar to
that of a turf wicket that matches are played on. The obvious benefit here is the ability for Rohan to complete extra
training, outside of sessions offered by his club and school, thus helping him to get an extra edge to his game.”

4 FLICX PITCH FREQUENTLY
ASKED QUESTIONS
1. What is the bounce like?
With any pitch, you want to be able to play your shots in confidence and
replicate the innovative and elaborate strokes seen from the likes of Buttler, Kohli
and Stokes in recent years. The 2G Flicx Pitch will allow you to do this without the
ball skidding onto the bat. The bounce is true and good which is great for contest
between bat and ball in the garden.
This pitch is effective with real leather cricket balls (to realistically prepare for club
and school matches), tapeballs, incrediballs, bowling machine balls and tennis
balls. It is suitable for adults and seniors and corrects many imperfections of the
under surface. Just roll it out on any firm, flat area or use it set it up contained
within a net system or for backyard cricket matches with the family.

2. Does the pitch take spin?
Yes! As well as being a top-quality batting surface, the pitch is also great for
bowlers to hone their craft. Coloured coaching targets on the skills pitch will
help leg spin bowlers to get a consistent line and length. Unlike many traditional
artificial surfaces where the ball will go straight on, the Flicx Pitch tiles are grippy
and enables bowlers to build the muscle memory of their ‘bowling action’ by
aiming for certain target tiles and then spinning the ball onto the wicket.

3. How does the 2G Flicx Skills design work?
Absolutely! The Flicx Pitch will extend your cricket season and allow you to
practice all hours of the day! Our skills design is extremely popular in gardens as
the colour coded zones allow batsmen to develop their decision making and for
bowlers to develop consistency with their line and length. Many games can be
created with point scoring systems… or just combine with a bowling machine or
get your family members to give you throwdowns to develop your technique.

4. How long will the pitch last for?
The 2G Flicx Pitch is high quality durable wicket, hand made to order in the UK,
which rolls up conveniently for storage. Flicx has been manufacturing cricket
pitches for over 20 years and some of the early pitches are still being used today!
A 5-year manufacturer’s warranty is included so you have total piece of mind and
this makes the 2G Flicx Pitch great value for money and being modular too, you
can extend your pitch in future seasons too! Many satisfied customers agree at the
2G Flicx Pitch is an excellent bit of kit!

In April, @KRobbo9 filmed her son on his new 4m
Skills Throw Down playing a series of lovely shots
around the garden including a reverse sweep into
the wendy house. Mum needed back up so called
on her daughter who bowled a vicious beemer
followed up with his wicket.
The video got over 1 million views on the CRICKET
DISTRICT facebook page as well as thousands of
comments on twitter and instagram.

A VIR AL
VIDEO

“That’s PE sorted. Absolutely amazing customer service from Flicx Pitch and a fantastic product. Best
money I ever spent! The saviour of both the sanity of my 10 year old and my kitchen“ @KRobbo9

YOUR SPECIAL OFFER
The 2G Flicx Pitch is suitable for hard ball or soft ball cricket, for matches or training, indoors
or outdoors and for juniors or senior cricket – we really deliver on being the worlds most versatile
cricket wicket!! Flicx gives you a home cricket training facility to be proud of...

SPECIAL OFFER – FREE SPRINGBACK STUMPS and FREE UK
DELIVERY until 31.08.20. Add the promo code “freestumps” at
the checkout at WWW.FLICX.COM (5-7 day lead times)
• 4m Match Throw Down - £540 inc VAT

OFFER VALUE £60

• 4m Skills Throw Down - £600 inc VAT OFFER VALUE £60
• 7.5m Junior Match Batting End - £1,080 inc VAT
• 7.5m Junior Skills Batting End - £1,140 inc VAT

OFFER VALUE £87
OFFER VALUE £87

• 10m Match Batting End - £1,620 inc VAT OFFER VALUE £87
• 10m Skills Batting End - £1,680 inc VAT OFFER VALUE £87

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!! IF YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED WITH YOUR 2G FLICX PITCHES
PERFORMANCE, WE WILL COLLECT IT & OFFER A FULL REFUND. HOWZAT!£3,330 EX

Flicx Pitch Preparation? Roll out on a firm, flat surface...
2G Flicx Pitch Home Academy benefits?

How does the 2G Flicx Pitch work?
Flicx supply three standard size pitches for the home and garden at 4m,
7.5m and 10m and it’s possible to get these in an all green traditional
match design or bright skills design with colour coded coaching zones in
built.
The 2G Flicx Pitch needs a little ground preparation to ensure you get
optimal performance. You need to identify a firm and flat area and cut
the grass very short (down to under 15mm) so the pitch is flush to the
under surface rather than floating on top. Any high or low spots should
be levelled. Some customer choose to prepare a structural base instead
or you can roll on top of other surfaces including astroturf or asphalt.
The pitch can therefore be left down for the summer so long as the
grass underneath is cut to maintain optimal bounce. Flicx Pitches are UK
manufactured and each pitch is hand made to order. We are therefore
easily able to produce bespoke sizes to fit your garden – if you require a
quote, please email sales@flicx.com with your sizings and location.
We ship 2G Flicx Pitches all around the world. Delivery costs can be
quoted from our website www.flicx.com.

SPEAK TO OUR
EXPERT TEAM For expert 2G Flicx Pitch advice do
contact us on +44(0)1295 816765

•

Easily rolls onto level prepared grass or a
structural base

•

Protects the lawn & corrects imperfections

•

Built-in crease white lines

•

Choice of colours and designs

•

Top quality, safe & independently tested

•

Flicx has over 20 years experience

•

Takes both spin & seam or can be used with a
bowling machine

•

Consistent ball bounce building confidence

•

Suitable for both hardball, softball or tapeball
cricket

•

5 year warranty

CONNECT
WITH US
on social media to see our latest
customer case studies - @FlicxPitch

or visit the website to read our
latest blog www.flicx.com

